ASCENSION CONSCIOUSNESS PACKAGE DESCRIPTIONS

Akashic Record Flush
The Akashic Records Flush Empowerment is designed to clear the Akashic Records where
and when one’s soul’s suffering originated so that one is not restricted on a karmic and
energetic level. This will relieve endless and needless suffering so that one can be free in
the here and now.
Accumulated Energetic restrictions from past lives through traumatic negative life
experiences, negative attachments or negative karma that the Soul has in its record will be
cleared so that the corporeal, mental, emotional and spiritual bodies are no longer plagued
with negative programs of suffering, restriction and or disease.
Benefits of Akashic Records Flush Empowerment: Accelerated Spiritual Growth Enhanced
Spiritual Guidance Healthy interactions with family, friends, lovers Adoption of behaviours
that are in alignment with one’s Highest Good Manifestation of one’s heart’s desires
Riddance of past influences Freedom from problematic thinking Enhanced Spiritual Gifts
Healing of Influences from past lives and or karmic influences Removal of Psychic
Contaminants or influences Greater Sense of Oneness with Source Improved Vitality Higher
Vibrations.
Ascension Vibration
Ascension Vibration™ reconciles the separation between matter and spirit, here, and
beyond. Freedom of movement through the dimensions in spirit and possibly through the
increased vibration of your physical body into a light body is enhanced with Ascension
Vibration.
Ascension Vibration is unity through the balance of polarities that exist in this reality, realities
beyond and inside you. Ascension Vibration’s yin yang symbol is utilized to bring into
balance inner, outer, upper, lower aspects of our being and our positioning to the world
around us. Your Ascension Vibration attunement gives you access to this highly

individualized vibration and the power of the yin yang symbols as an activator of your
ascension vibration.
Ascension & Manifestation Lightwork Program
The purpose of Ascension & Manifestation LightWork Program is to help you ascend and
learn to manifest your desires quicker than it would take for you to learn this on your own.
Normally it could take you years, but this program accelerates your ascension so that you
can work with these energies right away. I was told by my guides and angels that I needed
to make this energy and information available to others immediately! I was told that only
those interested in truly ascending their energies and learning to manifest would be drawn to
the Ascension & Manifestation LightWork Program.
I was also told how much to charge, and given the reason why for the price—it is a price that
anyone who really wants it can achieve, and yet, a high enough price that it is of value to
those who purchase it. The reason is, that this system is not designed and channelled for
other sellers. It is designed and channelled for those who want to truly use the energies to
ascend and learn to manifest their desires. The Ascension & Manifestation LightWork
Program connects you to Spirit, your guides, and higher beings of light to help you clear out
or blast away any negative blocks in your path of ascension.
It also helps you to move from one dimension of energy to a higher dimension of energy.
This helps you to change your thought patterns to those of a higher vibration. This in turn
helps you to focus on your goals and desires and take steps to manifest them. You will learn
how ascension takes place, and how you evolve into another parallel universal dimension of
reality on this physical plane. You will also learn how this helps you to manifest your goals. If
you feel drawn to taking the Ascension & Manifestation LightWork Program course, then you
may be ready to move forward with your ascension and begin working to manifest your
desires.
Auric Blockages Sweeper
It has infinite waves of pure and high universal energies that can sweep blockages or
negative energies which has influenced our auric body. The wave of pure energies will be
concentrated to our auric body to cleanse all negativity that caused imbalance and
inharmonious state within our body. This energies will also stimulate our energy centres
throughout our body, thus can increase our body vitality and strength.
Auric Blockages Sweeper makes a balance and harmonious state within our mental plane
which is the most fragile body against the influence of negativity. Anger, sadness, hate,
jealously, distrust of self, hesitancy, etc. will soothed as our auric body is swept over and
over again by pure universal energies. At the same time, the wave frequencies will resonate
strongly with all energy centres within our body and create a strong auric field from the
inside. Thus this energetic system has a pattern to increase our self-power from within and
simultaneously facilitating the cleansing process as outer stimulation.
This energetic system also helps us to improve our physical endurance against disease or
illness by increasing our immune system well. With regular application within our life
activities, it can heal any chronic disease or illness. The pure energies will increase our cells
regeneration of broken or infected ones and create a balance in its generation. It is a special
energy system that is provides a healthy state within physical, mental and spiritual body.

Awakening the Light Codes of Atlantis
While Mother Earth goes through a difficult period of transformation is, every single one of us
asked to use his energy, his knowledge and strength to serve the planetary ascension. We
are asked to remember the love we have for Mother Earth and they give her back. It is now
time to start our heritage, to recognize our true self and let go of the old belief systems, ideas
and expectations. We step out of any fear or any form of separation, to see the ALL ONE is
that it only I AM is one that connects us all together. We now go through a gate into a new
world that we are still completely unknown. In it we discover the beauty, the diversity of all
that is and always will be. We are now open to the higher state of consciousness, the higher
vibrations. This process, which was already announced by many ancient prophecies,
enables us now to our innate knowledge retrieval. We see are ONE with mother earth, ONE
with all life, we are DIVINE. In this initiation, our physical body of a cleaning subjected to
prepare ourselves, our entire light codes that we take for Atlantis in us, can be activated and
we thus get access to our original knowledge. Then we will be accompanied by Thoth the
Atlantean, in the Atlantic crystal temple. Here we will gain access to our heritage and can
claim our true heritage and enables to realize that in this world. An initiation is a promise to
our own mastery, the love of All That Is, it opens us to the highest degree in service to the
Light. It reveals to us our deepest being and reveals to us who and what we are. It allows us
the love we have intended to embody in this world. An Initiation gives us tools and
resources, as well as the allies, so this way is unswerving and effortlessly as possible. It lies
to us, our promise to our brothers and sisters and especially ourselves adhere to and about
us about it, what this promise to all levels of our lives.
Cognitive Upgrade
Cognitive Upgrade is a delightful energy that helps your brain and mind make sense of more
of the information you receive when in your spiritual journeys It also helps you to function
better here in this reality, while you are integrating spiritual downloads divine codes of
enlightenment. Cognitive Upgrade assists to reduce the "disconnect" feeling that people get
when they've received a "download" from spirit. If you've ever felt like your soul or angels
just dumped information and energy into you, but you can't quite access it, you may have
received a download. Lightbody Integration assists you and your physical body to activate
the divine codes to activate the divine instructions you receive from beyond this reality. This
may change the molecular composition of your body in such a way that enables it to make
use of and literally embody more of your soul and Eternal Sacred Source.Lightbody is a
spiritual and metaphysical term which refers to the energy matrix, aura or grid which
connects you more fully to your soul and Divinity. Think of it as a living garment of light that
encases your body, your spirit and your consciousness. That means that it is here, and is
able to move with you when you dream at night, or are in meditation. Anytime your
consciousness travels, it is clothed in your lightbody.This is a very important spiritual
construct to maintain and integrate with your physicality. The faster a person's physical body
can vibration and still be in physicality, it is said to have a higher "light" quotient. It is easier
to perceive spiritual realms when the body you are in is as "light" as possible.This is not true
for all people, but for most. There are some very dense shamans who are incredibly skilled
at moving their consciousness into other realms. People focused on the art of lightbody
integration are also interested in shifting their entire body's molecular structure in such a
ways as to transcend various physical limitation. They feel that they may eventually be able
to "take their body with them" for ascension.

I look at the more immediate benefits of Lightbody Integration & may be, but are not limited
to:Being in resonance with your guardians in the light of eternal source.
Being in constant contact with your higher self, soul and eternal source. Having more
personal power and presence, here in physicality. Gaining the ability to communicate with all
eternal living, sentient beings. Consciously transcending the limitations of time and space.
Being more immune to local diseases, pesticides and pollutants.
Consecrating the Healing Light
Welcome from the God`s light, we can increase our rates of spiritual light in our sutle bodies,
meridians and chakras.
These empowerments help us to: Raise our vibration internally in our cells and in union with
multi cosmos. Good before praying, healing sessions or just meditate on.
This energy comes directly from the Immortal light source to every sentient being and is
filtered through various parts of the mind. We might call this energy Divine Creative Force.
Divine Lights Downloads
Divine Lights Downloads are new light beings from the Divine that can be downloaded
directly to any soul. They bring divine light and love to raise the frequency, the vibration of
the soul, mind and body to which they are given. Divine Lights Downloads offer the
possibility of healing and transformation, each assisting in specific and unique ways.
Through its extraordinary light, frequency and vibration, it provides soul healing and
transformation, which can then spill out into the outer life of the mind and body, releasing
energy and spiritual blockages. In the health area, Divine Lights Downloads are available for
specific cells, organs and organ systems.
Use for soul healing, the Divine Lights Download can be received by you, your loved one, or
a pet for an organ, system, body part or a condition, such as, anxiety, depression, chronic
fatigue, etc. It can be received for relationships and finances. For soul healing, this Divine
Lights Download are available as karmic removal, heal the relationships, trauma removal,
anti-depression, etc.
Energetic Systems Repair
Energetic Systems Repair From Hari Many people are now familiar with the importance of
the chakra energy centers and the meridians and strange flows to establishing and
maintaining optimal physical, emotional, mental and spiritual health and well-being on all
levels. Less well known are the nadis, and the chakra energy centers for the emotional,
mental and spiritual bodies.
Energetic Systems Repair helps to clear blocked, stuck, damaged, slow, dense, less-thanlove, negative, dark energies, patterns, programs and influences from the chakras,
meridians, strange flows and nadis. It also works to heal and repair the aura,
multidimensional heart, our connection with universal mind and the energy systems not only
in the physical body but also in the etheric, emotional, mental and spiritual bodies as well.
It helps restore balance, beauty, harmony and order to the energetic bodies, organs,
systems and the quantum fields, parts and particles - restoring them back to the optimal
health and well-being of the original Creator blueprints. Helps to encourage energetic flow
and balance.

Indigo Light Empowerment
This system is a beautiful personal growth system. It raises your vibration, and allows you to
develop your psychic abilities and will also help you to learn to communicate with others,
animals, and the nature Spirit’s through empathy and intuition at a faster pace by connecting
you to the higher realms.
As such, it also works to help raise the vibration of Earth and Humanity, which in turn,
speeds our evolution to higher dimensional thinking. The Indigo Starlight System energy
works with the third eye chakra and psychic centers. It enhances psychic abilities through
empath and love. This system will provide a calming effect on Indigo Children and Indigo
Adults. The color blue-violet or indigo activates this energy. This system is also perfect
when working with animal’s since it help you to connect with the animal in a
telepathic manner and through empathy. Your intuition is heightened when you envision the
Indigo Starlight glowing brightly within your third eye. When working with Indigo Children,
you will be able to feel/sense the child’s energies as your energy flows through the child.
This
also
applies
when
working
with
animals
and
Indigo
Adults.
As your energy moves through the one being healed, your psychic intuition and sense of
empathy picks up on whatever is causing the trouble, and the energies of the Indigo Starlight
System calms the one you are healing. The energies of this system attunes you to listening
without preset ideas on what is or is not possible. The more you work with the energies of
the Indigo Starlight System, the more you will be able to “hear” what other “Beings” are
telling you. This may come to you in any form of communication—hearing, vision, or just
knowing intuitively. It is as if you “become” the other being for a few moments, through
empathy and you understand them—and they understand you. It is unconditional love that
bonds you. *PRE-REQUISITE: You must have completed Usui Reiki Level 1*
Lemurian Crystal Bands of Light
The Lemurian crystal band of light is an electromagnetic force field of crystal energy light
that surrounds planet earth. The crystal band of light emanates a high energy love force that
holds the power of creation. The crystal band of light holds inside it the high vibration of
unconditional pure love, harmony, unity and peace. The Councils of Light allowed the
Lemurians, before the Land of Lemuria sank in the ocean, to create a crystal band of light
that was placed around planet earth to assist Gaya and humanity when the time for
ascension comes. Its intention is to raise the vibrations of humanity and help them to
transition into higher dimensions of light and consciousness of love, harmony, and peace to
create the golden age on Gaia. Humanity doesn’t have to remember how to activate the
Lemurian crystal band of light, but to attune and align with the energies of the light energy
field.
Lord Maitreya Love Initiations
Lord Maiterya Love Initiations come to assist you at this time in your life journey to move
forward to the next phase in your spiritual journey and Ascension.
Lord Maiterya is the present Logos of our planet step forward to assist you. He gives divine
blessings, and guidance, empowering you by strengthing your connection with the divine,
your higher spiritual being, your life purpose and commitment to planetary service.

You are a planetary server; each step you make forward in your personal ascension assists
all others. Your progress sends ripples of light across the web of light around planet Earth.
Multidimensional Awareness Activation
The purpose of the Multidimensional Awareness Clearing and Activation is to give us the
ability to consciously access other dimensions plus activating our dormant psychic abilities to
experience multidimensional awareness. This will enable us to connect directly with Higher
Beings in other realities and to access knowledge, guidance, information, wisdom, and
concepts and then translate these in such a way that we are able to utilize them here. This is
Higher Realm Multidimensional, that is to say, information, insights, and wisdom through the
multidimensional sensory awareness which increases our multidimensional awareness and
healing abilities. The energy will give us the ability to access knowledge which cannot be
obtained through normal learning on the Earthly realities or through spiritual gifts such as
channelling, clairvoyance or mediumship. Not only will we be able to access knowledge and
wisdom from other dimensions the energy of this system will assist us in assimilating this
new information and incorporating it into our lives so that our reality will change for the
better! As we work with the energy of this form our Higher Selves will be prepared for the
eventual and permanent shift to a Higher vibration of Consciousness. Because this Higher
Vibrational Energy is foreign to us the energy of this Activation will assist us in acclimating to
it. We will experience a startling awakening to our next level of Oneness with All That Is as
well as retain the Higher Information that we receive as a part of us. Old physical, emotional,
mental, spiritual blockages and negative energies will be released from our bodies. A
powerful chakra clearing and opening including all the ‘new’ chakras will be experienced.
Causes of traumas, difficult patterns, limits, and challenges in our life which originate from
beyond our physical body and life’s boundaries such as originating in the energy body or a
past life or another reality altogether will be resolved.
As obscurations are cleared and dissolved and new possibilities come forward we will
recognize the luminosity of the Higher Light Realms, integrate higher wisdom, which will
change our realty forever into a dazzling and luminous new reality!
Soul Care 1 - 5
Soul Care© Levels 1-5 Brand New From Mariah Windsong Soul Care© assists you to
connect more strongly with your soul, and Eternal Sacred Source. The Shakti and Beings of
Light who arrive with this energy system to guide and heal you are very happy that you will
be asking for their help. They will be present every time you activate a function or level of
Soul Care© & will be a comfort and reminder of your origins beyond this time and place.
Soul Care© energy system seeks to bring you into wholeness within your soul and bring
more of you here. There are 5 levels to this system.
Soul Care Level 1 contains the attunement to the Rainbow Bridge Shakti. Shakti are delicate
and powerful Divine Intelligences who are sensitive to their surroundings. This means that
your sincerity and attention to purity of heart is necessary otherwise they will hide and not
activate when you call upon them. Rainbow Bridge Shakti is a Loving Divine Intelligence that
you can ride with from here to where you connect into the Heart of Eternal Sacred Source.
You ride with her on a Rainbow Bridge from here to your Higher Self, Soul, and onwards to
the place where you connect into the Heart of Eternal Sacred Source.

Soul Care Level 2 attunes you to the natural spin-speed ratio of Krystal Spiral and
Sequence, the Eternal Merkavah. Eternal Ascension aligns with energy that is selfsustaining from the center point of creation and is self-regenerating instead of inorganic and
finite. Soul Care© Level 2 provides you access to a spiritual concept called Aspect
Management©. This gives you an easy energetic way to manage the focus and activities
various aspects of you are engaged with at any one time. We all split off aspects of
ourselves whether we are aware of it or not. Being aware of when and why this is
happening is important. Purposefully managing how many aspects are busy doing what will
give you the ability to pull more concentration of you present in the NOW when you need
strength.
Soul Care Level 3 does the initial cleansing of any karma, codes, imprints, limiting
harnesses, implants, nano-tech or limiting belief programs which are not in alignment with
the Heart of Eternal Sacred Source. Level 3 does the first soul cleanse for you and lights
you soul lights. It is your responsibility to reactivate frequently. Doing this daily will ensure
optimal healing, growth and freedom. Cleansing and regeneration is a gradual process.
Soul Care level 4 is designed to facilitate soul parts to return to your soul. These soul parts
are then worked with intensively by the Strength Movers of the Light and your own Angels
and other Helping Healing Ones in the Light of Eternal Sacred Source. This differs from
‘traditional’ soul retrieval work in that your soul parts are called to return directly to your soul
first, rather than to the incarnated you here in body. There is an increased efficacy in this
work by encouraging your soul parts to re-unite within your soul, prior to their invitation to
join you here on Earth in body.
Soul Care Level Five. For our final level of Soul Care there is assistance and transportation
provided to bring parts of your soul here to integrate with you in physicality. We call this
Descension and Integration. It is very difficult to ascend until you have enough concentration
of yourself here in physicality. It is necessary to more fully descend before you can easily
ascend.
Soul Care level 5 will assist the bringing of more of you here, today, for your life. A strong
concentration of your soul here in body gives you ease of eventual ascension because more
of your natural Divine Attributes are present here. Start thinking about your soul, what parts
of yourself do you yearn for? There are not likely names here, simply a tug, a feeling of
missing a part of yourself that you feel or think might be out there at the higher levels. Pray
and declare that you are ready to receive the parts of you that are ready to descend to you,
here in body and integrate with you, here!

